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Guessing Numbers

I Let’s say I pick a number randomly from 1 to 100

I If you want to determine the number in as few guesses as
possible, what strategy should you employ?

I If you want to guess all day, you can use a linear search
strategy (guess each number from 1 to 100 in order)

I Improvement: you can always eliminate half the possible
numbers by guessing the midpoint in the range of remaining
possibilities.

I By eliminating half the remaining numbers on each guess, you
can determine the number in no more than 7 steps.

I In general, if I’m thinking of a number from 1 to n, you can
determine the number in no more than dlg ne steps



Binary Search

I We can apply this same idea when searching for an item in a
sorted list.

I As with the guessing numbers game, we can eliminate about
half of the list on each iteration

I The strategy is to keep two indices that initially include the
entire list

I We then compare our item with the item at the midpoint of
these two indices

I Based on this comparison, we know that our item can exist in
only one of the two halves, so we recursively search there

I This yields an O(lg n) function, where n is the length of the
list to search

I We will write the binary search function with the help of an
invariant



Binary Search Development

I We will propose an invariant, then model a binary search
program around it

I Assume we are searching list a for value v

I Invariant: a[0..i-1] < v; a[j..len(a)-1] >= v

I To make this initially true, we can set i = 0 and j = len(a)

I Question: why can’t we set j = len(a) - 1?

I We can terminate the loop when i == j (why?)



Binary Search Development...

I Invariant: a[0..i-1] < v; a[j..len(a)-1] >= v

I In the loop, we will store the midpoint of the current interval
in mid

I Then, two possibilities
I If a[mid] < v, we set i = mid+1
I Otherwise, we set j = mid
I Question: could we set j = mid-1 here instead?



Annotated Binary Search

def binsearch(a, v):
#Precondition: a is a sorted list
#Postcondition: returns True exactly when v is in a
i = 0
j = len(a)
while i < j:
#Invariant: a[0..i-1] < v; a[j..len(a)-1] >= v;
#0 <= i <= j <= len(a)
#Variant: j - i
mid = (i+j)/2
if a[mid] < v:

i = mid + 1
else:

j = mid
if i == len(a):
return False

return a[i] == v



Quicksort

I You may be familiar with some simple iterative sorting
methods

I Bubble sort
I Selection sort
I Insertion sort

I These all have time complexity O(n2)

I We’ll discuss a much faster recursive sorting method called
quicksort

I Interestingly, the worst-case running time of quicksort is still
O(n2), though on average it is O(n lg n)



Properties of Quicksort

I Unlike the iterative sorts, it is not an in-place sorting method
I We use at least lg n additional stack space to carry out the

recursion

I The algorithm works by choosing a pivot element, and
partitioning the list so that elements smaller than the pivot are
to its left and elements bigger than the pivot are to its right

I If we could then sort these two sublists, the original list would
be entirely sorted

I We sort these sublists recursively



Partition Procedure

I We will write a function to partition list a[l..u] around pivot
pivot

I As we proceed through the list, we will maintain three
consecutive segments

I Elements < pivot
I Elements ≥ pivot
I Unprocessed elements

I Invariant: all elements in a[l..i-1] are < pivot; all
elements in a[i..j-1] are ≥ pivot



Partition Procedure...

I Invariant: all elements in a[l..i-1] are < pivot; all
elements in a[i..j-1] are ≥ pivot

I How can we make this initially true?

I We don’t know anything about the elements in a, so we set
i = l and j = l

I We will terminate the loop when j > u, since then the
invariant applies to the whole list

I Then, in the loop body, we have two possibilities
I If a[j] >= pivot, we simply increment j
I Otherwise, a[j] < pivot, so we will invalidate the invariant

if we simply increment j
I But, in this case, we know from the invariant that

a[i] >= pivot
I So, we swap a[i] and a[j] prior to incrementing both i and j



Annotated Partition

def partition (a, l, u, pivot):

#Postcondition: rearranges list a so that elements >= pivot follow

#all elements < pivot; returns index of first element >= pivot

i = l

j = l

while j <= u:

#Invariant: All elements in a[l..i-1] < pivot;

#all elements in a[i..j-1] >= pivot;

#l <= i <= j <= u + 1

#Variant: u - j + 1

if a[j] < pivot:

a[i], a[j] = a[j], a[i]

i += 1

j += 1

return i



Quicksort Procedure

I As a choice for the pivot, we will choose the rightmost
element in the list being sorted on each recursive call

I Once we get the pivot value, we then
I Partition the list around this pivot value
I Swap the pivot value into its correct place
I Recursively sort the elements less than the pivot
I Recursively sort the elements greater than or equal to the pivot



Quicksort Implementation

from partition import partition

def quicksort (a, l, u):
#Precondition: 0 <= l and u < len(a)
#Postcondition: sorts a[l..u] in increasing order
if l < u:
pivot = a[u]
i = partition (a, l, u - 1, pivot)
a[i], a[u] = a[u], a[i]
quicksort (a, l, i - 1)
quicksort (a, i + 1, u)



How About This One?

from partition import partition

def quicksort (a, l, u):
#Precondition: 0 <= l and u < len(a)
#Postcondition: sorts a[l..u] in increasing order
if l < u:
pivot = a[u]
i = partition (a, l, u, pivot)
#No swap here now
quicksort (a, l, i - 1)
quicksort (a, i + 1, u)



Quicksort Example Execution

I Consider list: [12, 30, 25, 8, 4, 9, 15, 13]

I We partition around pivot 13

I State: i = 0, j = 0

I Is a[0] < pivot? Yes — increment both

I State: i = 1, j = 1

I Is a[1] < pivot? No — increment j

I State: i = 1, j = 2

I Is a[2] < pivot? No — increment j



Quicksort Example Execution...

I Our list: [12, 30, 25, 8, 4, 9, 15, 13]

I State: i = 1, j = 3

I Is a[3] < pivot? Yes — perform swap; increment both

I New list: [12, 8, 25, 30, 4, 9, 15, 13]

I State: i = 2, j = 4

I . . .

I [12, 8, 4, 9, 13, 30, 15, 25]

I We then recursively sort [12, 8, 4, 9] and [30, 15, 25]



Best Case for Quicksort

I Assume that we choose a pivot that partitions the list exactly
in half on each recursive call

I From binary search, we know that we will recurse about lg n
times

I On the outermost level, the partition step takes n time (one
step per element in the list)

I On the two resulting subproblems of size n/2, the total
partition time is n/2 + n/2 = n

I On the resulting four subproblems of size n/4 (two from each
of the two n/2 subproblems), the total partitioning time is still
n, and so on

I On each of lg n levels of recursion, we do a total of n work

I Thus, our running time is O(n lg n)



Best Case for Quicksort: Tree
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Worst Case for Quicksort

I It’s always possible that we choose a pivot that partitions the
list badly

I Consider: we pass a sorted array to quicksort and choose the
rightmost element as the pivot

I On each recursive call operating on a list of size n, we may
partition it into a list of n − 1 elements and a “list” of just 1
element

I Now, we have n levels of recursion, each of whose total
partitioning time still takes n time

I We have an O(n2) algorithm? Did we just waste a lot of time
talking about this?



Worst Case for Quicksort...

I Instead of choosing the rightmost element for the pivot, we
could choose the middle element

I This fixes the above case, but we can still construct a list to
exhibit quicksort’s worst-case behavior

I Another popular approach is choosing the median element
among the first, middle, and last elements

I Even if there are inputs that will take O(n2) time, this is rare
in practice

I Consider: if we partition so that 90 percent of the elements
are in one list and 10 percent are in the other, quicksort is still
O(n lg n)

I The depth of recursion changes to log10/9 n, but it is still
logarithmic



Merge Sort

I Merge sort is always O(n lg n), even in the worst case
I It works by

I Recursively sorting the first half of the list
I Recursively sorting the second half of the list
I Merging the two halves into a newly sorted list

I At each level of recursion, the merging takes a total of n
steps, and there are lg n levels before we get to the base case

I The merging requires an auxiliary list (not required in
quicksort)



Merging Two Sorted Lists

def merge(list1, list2):

list = []

i = 0

j = 0

while i < len(list1) and j < len(list2):

if list1[i] < list2[j]:

list.append(list1[i])

i = i + 1

else:

list.append(list2[j])

j = j + 1

if i < len(list1):

list.extend(list1[i:])

elif j < len(list2):

list.extend(list2[j:])

return list



Mergesort Procedure

def mergesort(list):

if len(list) <= 1:

return list

mid = len(list) / 2

left = list[:mid]

right = list[mid:]

left = mergesort(left)

right = mergesort(right)

return merge(left, right)


